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FIND OUT HOW YOUR ZAKAT IS
CHANGING LIVES ACROSS THE

COUNTRY.



Promoting Social Cohesion: Establishing a formal institutional mechanism for
Zakat collection and distribution can promote social cohesion. Providing a
platform for the wealthy to give back to the needy. This can help to reduce
social inequalities, and promote a sense of community and shared
responsibility.
Fostering Empathy and Compassion: Zakat requires Muslims to be mindful of
those who are less fortunate and to actively seek out ways to alleviate their
suffering. By establishing a formal institutional mechanism for Zakat
collection and distribution, individuals are encouraged to develop greater
empathy and compassion towards those in need.
Enhancing Personal Growth: Giving Zakat can have a positive impact on an
individual's personal growth and development by encouraging them to adopt a
more selfless and charitable mindset. This can lead to increased feelings of
happiness and fulfilment, as well as a greater sense of purpose and meaning
in life.
Improving Social Welfare: The establishment of a formal institutional
mechanism for Zakat collection and distribution can have a positive impact on
social welfare by ensuring that Zakat funds are distributed in a fair and
efficient manner. This can help to address poverty, reduce social inequalities,
and improve the overall quality of life for individuals and communities.

Zakat is an Islamic concept of giving a portion of one's wealth to the needy and is
considered a fundamental aspect of Islamic practice. Zakat is the most cardinal
and vital system in an Islamic order. You can find prayers, fasting and pilgrimages
parallels of Namaz, fasting, Hajj in other religions. But you will not find any
institution in any religion something nearer to or similar to zakat. It's an
outstanding institution of Islam. The system of Zakat ensures proper distribution
of wealth and has a wide impact on the entire set up of the society. If Zakat is
established as an institution, with a formal mechanism for efficient Zakat
collection and distribution, can have several socio-psychological benefits,
including:

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN



Traditional consumptive  i.e. zakat is distributed /given to the poor to meet
their daily needs and medical expenses etc.
Creative consumptive i.e. zakat is manifested in another form of the original
goods, such as in the form of school supplies or scholarships in order to
reduce the burden of education costs for generations in that particular
adopted area
Traditional productive, where zakat is given in the form of productive goods
such as goats, cows, shavers, etc. Giving in this form enables the creation of
businesses that provide job opportunities for the poor. ZCI also gives in the
form of carts, petty shops, goods for sale that may be used for trading. 
Creative productive, where zakat is manifested in the form of capital either to
build social projects or increase the capital of small business traders.

In India, there is a significant development in terms of localized management of
zakat system. However, the targeted delivery of zakat funds, unorganized
collections and lack of transparency remain a matter of concern. There is no
formal institutional mechanism for efficient Zakat distribution, and problems of
circularity are at mostly affecting the progress of welfare mechanisms. This is
where Zakat Center India stands out with its robust formal institutional
mechanism of collection and distribution of Zakat. We intend to collect from a city,
earmark a few poor colonies and distribute Zakat in such a way that the ummah
becomes self-reliant. To achieve this  we plan to distribute in the following ways:

We hope that you would be our partners in this noble cause. 

S. AMEENUL HASANS. AMEENUL HASAN
CHAIRMANCHAIRMAN
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70% Zakat was used in Livelihood
Projects.
Remaining in Education, Ration &
Pension schemes.

LIVES OF 633
PEOPLE CHANGED.
NOT FOR 1 MONTH
BUT EVERY MONTH

HOW YOURHOW YOUR
  ZAKAT WAS USED

Year 2022 was first year for Zakat
Center India, but with the Barkah of
Allah SWT we could bring huge
difference in lives of people.

LIVES OF 633
PEOPLE

CHANGED. NOT
FOR 1 MONTH

BUT EVERY
MONTH

IMPACTING
AROUND 3000

PEOPLE



 
People made
self-reliant with

Livelihood
Projects

448

TRANSFORMING LIVES

Majority of ZAKAT is used on 
Livelihood Projects.

Where we help people to 
become self-reliant.

“Give a man a fish, and you feed him 
for a day; teach a man to fish and you 

feed him for a lifetime.”



Giving scholarships to students and 
helping families with Ration & Pension

Helping meritorious 
students to excel in studies

Helping widows & needy
with Pension & Ration

66

119

STUDENTS

FAMILIES

TRANSFORMING LIVES



FEW SUCCESS STORIES
Names changed to safeguard their privacy

Inspiring story of 
Fatima

Low income job to self 
sufficient business 

Irfan, Male 40 years was a
painter but the job was not
fulfilling his family needs.
After getting help from ZCI
he started his own Biryani
Point and now is self
sufficient. Alhamdulillah

She was struggling
financially when Zakat
Center India gave her a
production sewing machine.
In few months she was not
only financially independent
& taking care of her family
but also gave jobs to other
10 ladies.



A Widow & 4 kids are 
now self-sufficient

Jabeen a cancer patient 
& an Entrepreneur 

A cancer survivor who still
needs to visit hospital for
treatment along with her
mother. After ZCI's help she
now runs her own shop
successfully trained her
sister too. Earning 25k - 30k.
Alhamdulillah !

Asma, a widow who was not
having enough funds to
educate her 4 kids was given
a heavy duty all purpose
Grinding Machine. Now she
supplies masala powder to
shops. She is earning well
and paying fees for her kids. 

FEW SUCCESS STORIES
Names changed to safeguard their privacy



Hundreds of lives impacted by your ZAKAT 
FEW SUCCESS STORIES

Major Livelihood: Traders, Small shops, Carts, Tailors, Autos etc. 



Zakat Center India has more than 200 
volunteers across India working selflessly

HOW WE 
WORK

Rigorous 
process of 

Application / 
Verification / 

Approval

More focus on 
productive 
instead of 

consumptive 
projects

People who 
receive ZAKAT 
from us, rarely 

need any 
further help

Technology 
driven, using 

cloud software 
for all work till 

unit level

Did You Know?

BEHIND THE SCENES
Your ZAKAT is AMANAH. Find out how we disburse it.



Our Fundamentals are strong
 We consider ZAKAT as Ibadah. Neither donation, nor

fund.
 

To be spent in 8 categories as mentioned in Quran.
 

Shariah Compliant process.
 

Pan India presence with Technological Connectivity.
 
Efficient in operation with monitoring and reporting. 

 
Transparency in Transactions.

 
Proactive & productive approach.

 
Internal and External Audit of accounts.

BEHIND THE SCENES

Your ZAKAT is AMANAH. Find out how we disburse it.





Bank Name: HDFC Bank
A/C Name : Zakat Center India
A/C Number: 50200067009755
IFSC Code: HDFC0000365
Branch: Mehdipatnam Hyderabad

YOUR TURN TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
We Believe in "Collective efforts for
poverty-free self-reliant Ummah" 

JOIN US TODAY
Pay Your Zakat for a 
Self-reliant Ummah

ZAKATCENTERINDIA.ORG

Scan & pay

Pay with UPI - Debit Cards - Netbanking

TO PAY YOUR ZAKAT EASILY VISIT

zakatcenterindia  ZakatCenterInd

788 788 4210 
contact@zakatcenterindia.org

zakatcenterindia.org

https://zakatcenterindia.org/
https://zakatcenterindia.org/
https://zakatcenterindia.org/
https://zakatcenterindia.org/
https://zakatcenterindia.org/

